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E 
very so often an idea comes along that 
grips the music business’s collective 
imagination in such a way that you 

wonder what life was like before it: Record 
Store Day, for example, was once a relatively 
low-key celebration of the humble record 
store and is now a vinyl-reissuing, indie-
label-annoying behemoth.

The latest of these ideas is New Music 
Friday, the industry-wide initiative to 
coordinate music release dates globally, 
which was rolled out in summer 2015 with 
the intention of generating excitement 
around the release of new music. With 
the support of a surprisingly united global 
music business (well, the majors; some 
indie labels voiced concern at the time of 
its introduction), it has become a staple of 
marketing plans, with its highest-profile 
manifestation being Spotify’s hugely popular 
playlist of the same name (and its attendant 
international editions), which compiles 
around 50 of the most noteworthy songs 
released that week.

 When the global record business decided in July 2015 to synchronise new music releases on  
 a Friday, the feeling was this would streamline global marketing. The upshot is that the noise on  
 Friday is louder than it has ever been – and is getting louder. Has this actually made it harder, rather  
 than easier, for everything except the biggest acts to get heard, exacerbated by the high turnover of  
 listening caused by streaming? Some labels are talking of changing their marketing focus away from  
 Fridays and a range of specialist playlists and other media promotional cycles are allowing them the  
 space to do this. The industry might obsess over Fridays but consumers are not so calendar-centric  
 in their thinking – the upshot being we might see different days claimed for different genres and  
 different acts. Friday might be release day, but it’s not going to be peak marketing day for everyone. 

IS NEW MUSIC FRIDAY 
KILLING MUSIC?

END OF THE WEEK EVERYONE AND EVERYTHING: 
IS FRIDAY JUST TOO NOISY?

But could New Music Friday (the day, rather 
than the playlist) have become a victim of its 
own success? No one, realistically, is calling 
for a return to the disjointed global release 
dates of old, whereby new albums came out 
on a Tuesday in the US, a Friday in Germany 
and a Monday in the UK. But, much like 
Record Store Day before it, has New Music 
Friday become too crowded for its own good? 
With an estimated 100,000 albums released 
every year, is there simply too much noise on 
a Friday for new releases to cut through?

Some marketers believe so, with Polydor’s 
Luke Ferrar telling a panel at the recent 
by:Larm conference that Friday is now to  
be swerved for small developing artists.  
 “We almost avoid Fridays because  
 it’s so noisy: New Music Fridays,  
 there’s so much music coming out  
 and you can get lost in it,”  he said. 
“Pick a Tuesday, pick a Thursday […] when 
it’s less noisy, and do something interesting 
that cuts through.” Supporting this claim, 
recent analysis from Platoon’s Lucie Watson 
showed that of the 50 or so tracks on the 
New Music Friday international playlists, 
fewer than five were from new acts.

This may sound like a negative stance 
to take on an initiative that has helped to 
bring together a divisive industry and which 
continues to have a great deal of support. 
But, to look at things another way, could 
the obsession with New Music Friday offer 
opportunities for marketers who choose to 
concentrate their efforts on other days? Is 
there, in other words, a benefit to avoiding 
New Music Friday?

On a very basic level, doing so can help 
you to sidestep the Friday rush of new music, 



new films and general excitement over 
the coming weekend, as Matador Records 
founder Chris Lombardi told Wired last 
year. “[New Music Friday] clogs media,” he 
said. “You’re gonna be competing with stuff 
with a massive campaign behind it: lots of 
advertising, lots of editorial real estate on 
blogs and newspapers and magazines.”

When releasing a new album (and 
accompanying physical product),  
avoiding the Friday release date may be 
impractical. But for single digital tracks 
– an increasingly important part of the 
modern music industry, given the change 
in music consumption patterns – setting  
a release date somewhere else in the 
week is child’s play.

AVAILING OF THE  
OTHER PROMOTIONAL  
CYCLES IN THE WEEK
There may also be more strategic  
reasons for releasing a song digitally on  
a specific day. Say, for example, your new 
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arguments that releasing a track on another 
day of the week could either help your 
acceptance on the key Friday playlists.

“When you release something digitally 
only, you have the flexibility. Sometimes 
there is an argument for moving the day 
of release [from Friday],” says Scott Cohen, 
founder of The Orchard (but who, he stresses, 
is giving his personal view). “Sometimes 
there is an advantage to it. Sometimes it can 
hurt you. You put something out and then 
people can see, ‘Oh, that has actually been 
out for four or five days and people didn’t 
really react’ and then you don’t get things like 
the key playlists. Or you get the opposite. You 
release it four or five days early and people 
can see it is reacting and then it is more likely 
that you get on those Friday playlists.”

Ardahl says that Sunday “is actually a 
pretty good day” to release certain types 
of music. “Listeners are done partying 
and listening to chart music and tend to 
be more open to new, especially mellow 
vibes – so don’t release your EDM track on 
a Sunday,” he explains. “We released local 
artist  Gulddreng ’s break up song ‘Utro’ 
[‘Stunningly’] on a Sunday to fit the mood of 
someone having a heartache as part of his 
storytelling. It went straight to #2 after Ed 
Sheeran. And a few days later, #1.”

THE TIME ZONE CONUNDRUM

The growing influence of the live music 
business can also influence release dates. 
One senior label executive told music:)ally 
that if a new release is tied into a tour, 
there can be pressure from the promoters 
to make the release date early in the week, 
allowing them to do pre-sale and general 
sale that same week, with the new track 
acting as promo. 

track secures a  Hottest Record In  
 The World  on BBC Radio 1, which runs 
from Monday to Thursday: releasing the 
song to digital platforms to coincide with 
the announcement can pay dividends, 
particularly if Shazam numbers show 
early interest. The same is true for other 
one-off promotional boosts, such as 
live TV appearances, festival shows and 
radio debuts, where getting the song out 
promptly to benefit from this increased 
exposure is key.

 “With established artist we  
 sometimes release tracks on other  
 days than Friday, because they have  
 an audience that can carry them all  
 the way,”  says Rasmus Ardahl, 
commercial director for Universal Music 
Denmark. “With new artists, we do it when 
there is an angle to it, like a premiere of a 
new song on a TV show on a Wednesday.”

Then there’s the question of playlists: 
just because a playlist mentions Friday in 
its title, that doesn’t mean it will only accept 
tracks released on a Friday. In fact, there are 

 The other point to consider  
 with a global release is that one  
 person’s Friday morning is another’s  
 Thursday night and this can create  
 some challenges for marketers.  On 
most digital services the default upload 
time for new music is midnight Thursday/
Friday in each time zone, which means that 
music fans in New Zealand can listen to new 
releases some 16 hours ahead of those in 
New York. 

This opens up the tricky question of when 
labels – and particularly those without offices 
in most territories – should promote the fact 
that new music is available. 9am London 
time might be the perfect opportunity to 
catch British fans, for example, but most US 
listeners will still be asleep. Worse, labels will 
inevitably create frustration if they promote 
a release as being available to listen to when 
it isn’t for half of their fanbase.

It is possible to do a “timed release” for 
new tracks, which involves digital services 
manually intervening with their systems 
so that every territory releases at the same 
actual time, often in line with the track’s first 
radio play or at midnight EST, 5am UK for US 
artists. This helps greatly with messaging 
and activating a global fanbase – but the 



practice is generally limited to superstar acts 
with considerable clout.

THE INDUSTRY IS OBSESSED 
WITH FRIDAYS; FANS ARE 
ARGUABLY LESS SO
Perhaps a more fundamental question is 
whether most music fans even care about 
the day that music is released. The music 
industry may obsess over New Music Friday, 
but do consumers even care? Cohen says 
they do. “They think it because that is when 

they get the new playlists being refreshed, 
like one called New Music Friday. Because 
the whole industry comes around and 
refreshes on Friday, I think the consumer 
knows it.” 

 IFPI  data appears to back this up: the 
association analysed streaming data in 
Sweden for the second half of 2015 (post the 
launch of the global Friday release date) and 
found that album listening on Fridays was 
up 22% compared to the second half of 2014, 
against an average Saturday to Thursday 
increase of 9% over the same period.

Platoon’s Watson is less sure of the 
connection. “Before I worked in music I didn’t 
know New Music Friday was a thing,” she 
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says. “Put it this way, none of my non-
industry friends ever talk of their excitement 
of new music being released each Friday. So 
no, I don’t think non-industry people really 
know or care.”

Evidence gathered by Pandora in 2016 
suggested that digital consumers are not 
that fussed about new music coming out 
on Fridays. Lars Murray, SVP Music Makers 
Group at Pandora, told Wired last year that 
some pop artists do see big Pandora boosts 
on weekends and holidays (for example, 
over the 4th July weekend in the US there 

was a big spike in  
Jimmy Buffett plays), 
but for other genres the 
Friday release date had 
little impact.  
 “It’s funny, a  
 lot of artists follow  
 a sort of standard  
 internet usage,  
 where they peak  
 on Thursdays and  
 then things fall off  
 on the weekend,”  

he explained.
One year on, Murray explains to music:)

ally that little has changed. “Our Radio tier 
still represents the vast majority of our 
listening,” he says. “New Music Friday still 
doesn’t have a measurable effect on  
 Pandora  radio listening habits any more 
than it did a year ago. Should that influence 
marketing plans? Given our scale [80m 
monthly users], it certainly should!”

Sulinna Ong, VP of artist marketing at 
Deezer, adds, “Consumers listen and search 
for music in a way that suits their own 
lifestyle and habits. With this in mind, then, 
it’s not surprising that the peaks we see 
are during the weekend – especially on a 

COHEN FOR GOLD
Scott Cohen on how to make your music stand out on streaming services
One: digitally you start with a track, not an album, because it is native to that 
environment. The same way that you don’t take an album to radio, you take a 
single to radio. It is native. What is native to a CD is putting 10 or 15 songs on 
it. And what is native to the digital world today, particularly in the streaming 
services, is one track. So start by delivering things natively: a track.

Secondly, you have to have your story. That is a part of the music business 
that never changed. It is not a service. For Spotify or Apple, it is not their job to 
make somebody’s career. “You give me a song I will make you famous…” No. Tell me what you have got 
going on. Are you touring? What’s your back story? Do you have an audience? Is there stuff happening 
at traditional media like radio and press? Tell us what is going on with your plans and combine that with a 
great track and maybe we can help. But they are not just going to say, “Oh here’s a great song. Sure I will 
make you famous.” That’s not their job.

Then you have to have a team on board like an Orchard that actually has the relationships with the people 
who choose what goes on these playlists. Because otherwise how would you reach them? If you don’t 
have that weekly call to say, “Here’s my new priorities for the week”, I guess you could get it to them, but the 
chances are significantly reduced.



Saturday. In the UK, early evening during the 
working week and Saturday mornings are 
the most popular. We also see a spike during 
the early evening on Fridays.” 

In fact, Ong says  Deezer  really sees “no 
one overarching trend globally” in terms of 
when consumers listen to new music. 
 “What we know from our data is  
 that there isn’t a particular day  
 that consistently performs better  
 than others for new music,”  she 
says. “Although there are some people who 
seek out new music on a Friday, the peak in 
streams for new music often occurs after 
the initial release day.”

PLAYLISTS SPREAD THE 
WEIGHT ACROSS THE WEEK

If that is the case, there is no need for the 
music industry to despair. Quite the opposite 
in fact, as it justifies the option of chasing 
plays on other days of the week. There are, 
as you might imagine, thousands of Friday 
night/Saturday night/Sunday morning 
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playlists with hundreds of thousands 
of followers. But there are also popular 
playlists for  #Monday Motivation  and 
Monday Morning At Work, not to mention  
 The Stress Buster  playlist in the UK 
(296,000 followers and counting) which is 
updated on a Monday. 

These playlists might not have the 
same number of followers as New Music 

Friday, but there is also almost certainly 
less competition around them and an anti-
stress song intended for Monday mornings, 
released on a Monday morning, is a pretty 
strong all-round pitch for these properties.

The point, obviously, is not to denigrate 
New Music Friday or urge marketers to 
abandon it. 

Rather it is to open the debate around 
release dates and to make clear that there 
may be benefits in choosing another day 
of the week to release a new track, rather 
than slavishly following Fridays. After all, if 
Polydor, one of the largest record labels in 
the world, is finding Fridays too noisy for its 
new acts, you can bet they are not alone. :)

SHAZAM 
LEAKS
As if release date 
planning wasn’t 
complicated enough, 
the past few months 
have seen another 
potential spanner 
thrown in the 
works in the shape 
of Shazam leaks, 
whereby fans who 
have Shazamed 
new tracks from 
their favourite band 
have been able to 
discover new album 
details weeks ahead 
of schedule.

Labels, as a result, not only have to work on the day of 
the release of new music but also the metadata they supply 
to platforms like Shazam. Pitchfork reports that Jagjaguwar, 
for example, has changed the way it supplies information 
to Shazam after the platform last year inadvertently allowed 
users to access the title of a forthcoming Angel Olsen album 
several weeks ahead of marketing schedule.

Another example is Atlantic working with Shazam for the 
release of a snippet of a new Ed Sheeran song that debuted 
on a Snapchat lens earlier this year. Those tagging the track 
were told that it was by Ed Sheeran, but the title and related 
album details were not revealed. So it is possible for partial 
information on Shazam to help a new release without totally 
letting the cat out of the bag. 
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TOOLS  
Amazon’s live-streaming video service 
Twitch has been working with ‘partners’ 
for some time now, helping its most 
engaging broadcasters use advanced 
features and make money from their 
channels.

There are no hard and fast rules for 
what’s required to become a partner. 
Twitch merely dictates that they have 
“an established and steadily-growing 
audience and chat” – and that they 
broadcast at least three times a week.

In mid-April, though, Twitch introduced 
something new, opening up some partner-
like features to a much wider range of 
channels – which could include musicians 
who are starting to explore the platform.

“For every streamer that achieves 
partnership, there are thousands more 
striving toward that goal, many of them 
sharing amazing content with strong, 
passionate communities, but without 
access to on-platform tools that would 
allow their viewers to help support them,” 
is how Twitch explained the impetus 
behind its Twitch Affiliate Program.

The company is describing it as a 
“stepping stone” between emerging 
streamers and full-partner status. Among 
its features: the ability to use Twitch’s 
“cheering with bits” feature, which was 
first introduced in June 2016.

That’s a way for Twitch viewers to 
buy ‘bits’ – animated icons (or ‘emotes’ 
in TwitchSpeak) and use them in the 
chat window to show their support for 

the broadcaster, who gets a cut of the 
revenues from the sale of those bits.

Eventually, affiliates will also have 
access to “basic versions” of Twitch’s 
partner tools, including subscriptions, 
advertising and the ability to sell games; 
but it’s still early days, and the company 
is clearly trying to tread a delicate line 
between opening up these features 
to more channels and not irritating its 
existing partner broadcasters.

“For example, when we launch 
Subscriptions for Affiliates in the future, 
Affiliates will have only one subscriber 
emote, whereas Partners will be able to 
unlock a full set of 50 subscriber emotes,” 
is how the company put it in April.

Twitch’s heritage may be in gaming, 

but there is growing 
interest from the music world. Dance 
artists like Deadmau5, Prodigy and Porter 
Robinson were involved early on; Steve 
Aoki has launched the Twitch equivalent 
of YouTube channel NoCopyrightSounds; 
and Kasabian’s recent Twitch broadcast 
showed the potential for mainstream 
music marketing.

The argument for using Twitch 
has always been about potential for 
musicians: there may be an audience on 
it that they can’t easily reach elsewhere; 
and it could provide new ways to make 
money from live streams. But the leap 
from newbie to full partner may have 
been big enough to put some artists off 
diving in.

That’s why the new affiliate program 
could be, as Twitch says, a useful stepping 
stone – at least for artists capable of 
mustering three broadcasts a week. :)

TWITCH AFFILIATE PROGRAMME
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 The latest projects from the digital marketing arena  CAMPAIGNS
You stand around for ages waiting on a online 
video channel to come up with new programme 
formats with music at the heart and then five 
come along at once. 

YouTube has four new offerings and Vevo has one 
of its own, so we’ll sandwich them below. 

Run, BIGBANG Scout! 
has an arresting title, 
for sure, and is the first 
YouTube Red (i.e. the subs-
based version) show in 
South Korea. The BigBang 
of the title is the K-pop 
act of the same name – a 
boyband that has been 
successful in the country for 
a decade. The reality show 
is being produced by YG 
Entertainment, the giant music and entertainment 
company who put the group together, and will run 
for six episodes. The premise is putting the band in 
a scout campsite to talk about their history and to 
thank the fans before member T.O.P. goes off for 
his mandatory military service. Given the success 

of the act in their home country, it seems a deft 
play by YouTube to make this for subscribers only 
and also to focus on localised content. 

Another original YouTube show for the US is 
Best.Cover.Ever. The YouTube/Ryan Seacrest 
Productions/Endemol Shine North America 
co-production has a UGC and collaboration 
thrust whereby aspiring singers (or, we guess, 
fans) submit a video cover by nominated artists 
– Jason Derulo, Demi Lovato, Charlie Puth and 
Backstreet Boys are among those already 
signed up – and the winners get to collaborate 
with the acts in question. 

So a mix of Stars In Their Eyes and Rock Star: 
INXS/Rock Star: Supernova (although they will not 
be permanent members of the act), with Ludacris 
as the host. It’s not quite clear if this is going to 

be a replication of the talent search 
shows that were in vogue 15 years ago 
(where acts would win “a million-dollar” 
recording contract), but YouTube feels 
more of a natural home to break talent in 
this way than TV was at the start of the 

millennium – primarily because acts are already 
doing it there and that’s also where their audience 
lives. 

Switching lanes to Vevo now, the premium 
video channel has long supported acts with its 
programming strands such as Lift and Dscvr – 
and is adding Off The Record to that list. First out 
of the traps are Kasabian (who did a tie-in with 
Twitch/Amazon recently, which we covered in the 
last issue of sandbox), where they talk about the 
origins of the band and their route to success over 
23 minutes. 

Other acts to feature will be announced soon, 
but we can be sure it will coincide with the release 
of a new album. Claudia de Wolff, Vevo’s director 
of original content, said, “Off the Record is a new 
format for Vevo – working with established artists. 
It’s our first longer form offering in this space, 
building a narrative around their new material 
to really show fans where they are at and what’s 
inspired their latest work.” In a way, it’s the online 
version of VH1’s Behind The Music, but if traditional 
broadcasters are steadily abandoning music 
programming like this, it should be applauded that 
online video channels are prepared to pick up the 

slack. Music programming on TV is a dying breed 
so it’s good to see it can – hopefully – have a new 
life online. 

Next, I Am: Demi Lovato on YouTube is (you’ll be 
shocked to learn) about Demi Lovato. Who knew? 
The puff around it is that it’s “a yearlong personal 
journey of music reinvention and deep discovery 
as she dives into the writing and recording of her 
new album” which doesn’t exactly sound gripping, 
but we’ll hold fire on being too negative until it’s 
broadcast. Dig! or even Some Kind Of Monster it is 
not going to be. 

Finally, almost a year after Katy Perry signed 
a letter to the US Congress calling for YouTube’s 
safe harbour exemptions to be squeezed, she’s 
getting her own Katy Perry Live Special on… 
YouTube. (It basically appears to be an “album 
listen-along” for fans rather than a concert or An 
Audience With… show). 

While the BigBang show is going to be made 
available only to subscribers, the other YouTube 
productions are going to be open to all. Possibly 
South Korea is being used as a test bed for 
music shows that could be subscribed to, but it 
will be fascinating to see if this rolls out in other 

markets.
The fascination lies less in 

YouTube’s programming plans and 
more in if acts will choose to go with 
a subscriber-only programme that 
theoretically pays better or go with 
an ad-supported programme that 
pays less but can promise much 
bigger scale. It’s not quite the music 
industry’s approach-approach conflict 
in 2017 – but it’s getting close. 

VEVO AND YOUTUBE DOUBLE DOWN ON NEW MUSIC PROGRAMMING
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 The latest projects from the digital marketing arena  CAMPAIGNS

There have been some, if we’re being polite, 
poor marketing ideas around the Guardians Of 
The Galaxy Vol 2 movie, especially given that it 
has classic 1970s music at its heart. 

There was a Doritos campaign that effectively 
turned your limited-edition bag of crisps 
into a music player and let you plug in your 
headphones to hear the soundtrack. On 
paper, it sounded quite clever. In reality, it just 
looked… cheap. 

There is a more directly digital music 
connection, however, with Spotify – and it’s 
targeted through ads and messaging at its free 
users on the service (although premium users 
can also participate by linking through from 
a dedicated URL). On clicking through, users 
are sent to a Guardians Of The Galaxy Vol. 2 
Throwback Your Playlist “experience”. Part 
of that is a link to play the official soundtrack 
– which appears quite generic as there’s a 
Spotify player embedded within the site. So far, 
so predictable. 

Where it gets far more interesting is its 
deployment of an algorithm for a Throw It 
Back personalised playlist that hijacks a 
nominated playlist and replaces the songs in 

it with tracks from the 
1970s that it deems to 
share similar musical 
attributes. It then 
automatically drops 
that playlist (renaming 
it with the suffix “Vol. 2”) into your account. 
You can also watch the film trailer and buy 
tickets to see it at a cinema near you, but 
it’s the smart use of the algorithm here that 
really stands out.

Spotify users are now well accustomed to 
tailored recommendations through Discover 
Weekly, but this idea works well by setting 
parameters of only surfacing music from a 
particular decade and where everyone will 
have a very different experience. 

There is a real risk that users are getting 
overwhelmed by music recommendations on a 
service like Spotify, as if they’re in the middle of 
a blizzard of playlists. Many end up effectively 
being white nose, but ones (such as this) with a 
solid concept and genuine twist suggest a way 
to breathe in new life here. For now, anyway. 
Let’s hope we are not subjected to me-too 
versions of this as it will be little more than 
diminishing returns.

As an act for whom technology is as 
important as the music, Coldcut have 
been doing genuinely incredible things 
for over three decades and founded the 
Ninja Tune label in 1990 to release music 
from likeminded acts who want to push 
things here as far as they can. 

So it’s hardly surprising that for the build 
up to their first album (well, technically a 
collaboration with On-U Sound) – Outside 
The Echo Chamber – they are playing around 
with technology and formats, blending the 
audio and visual in new ways. As part of this, 
lead single ‘Robbery’ is being released in what 
they are terming a 3D “Virtual Surreality” 
videogame. It works on OSX, iOS, Android 
and WebGL (the JavaScript API for rendering 
interactive 3D and 2D graphics that works 
with any compatible web browser and doesn’t 
require plug ins) and is, thankfully, not a 
re-tread of the tie-in online videogames that 
were de rigueur a few years back. 

Coldcut have long been political in their 
work and so it’s fitting this game has a 
heavy satirical edge as it is based on the 
LIBOR (London interbank offered rate) fixing 
scandal. The premise is the banks have stolen 

everyone’s money and the government is 
letting them off – so the gamer has to try and 
bring them to heel. 

“It’s down to you to deliver justice and 
save the world, overcoming many challenges 
to arrest, charge and jail the miscreant in 
three increasingly difficult levels of Marble 
Madness-style rolling action,” runs the 
game description. As you play the game and 
proceed through the different levels, you can 
add extra sounds and elements from the 
track. When you complete the game, you get 
to hear a bonus track. 

There is also a nice twist on freemium 
as the game is free to play but there is a 
link at the bottom for users to send the 
developer a donation, “letting you pay what 
you think is fair for the game” – anything 
from £1 upwards. It’s a subtle touch that ties 
into Coldcut’s wider thinking about online 
collaboration, communities and an open web.

RETROFY WITH SPOTIFY FOR GUARDIANS OF THE GALAXY PROMOTION COLD’ PLAY - COLDCUT’S NEW VIDEO FORMAT
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BEHIND THE CAMPAIGNGOLDFRAPP

Lead in from the previous album
The last album [Tales Of Us, 2013] was a 
significant one for Goldfrapp in that 
they’d done Head First [in 2010], 
which wasn’t as successful for 
them as an album, and then they 
had done The Singles [greatest 
hits] album as part of concluding 
their EMI deal. They then regrouped 
and made Tales Of Us, which was 
another change for them – a very 
down-tempo album.  That, for us,  
 was a real success in terms  
 of reestablishing Goldfrapp  
 as an important British  
 band.  There were many layers to 
that campaign, with the films and the fact 
we also did a live cinema broadcast. [This 
was covered in sandbox in February 2014.]

That campaign ran for a good year and 
it came to a natural end when they played 
the Albert Hall [in London, November 
2014] with an orchestra and where John 
Grant performed. It felt a really significant 
moment for them. They went away to 
regroup. They worked with the National 
Theatre and did  Medea  – a play that Alison 
and Will did the score for. That was a new 
skill set for them to work on. 

They then started working on new 
music. Originally, their idea was that they 
were going to do something similar to Tales 
Of Us, but in a more 
electronic way. They 
started working and 
felt they wanted to get 
back to something a bit 
more upbeat. Once they 
started playing with 
the electronics, they 
rediscovered that love 
for the heavy synths.

For the first time, as well, they decided 
to work with outside producers. They had 

never really done that before. They 
had always worked with other 
people as Alison and Will [had been 
the main producers], but usually 
with some help in the studio 
with additional musicians. They 
felt it was time to try something 
different and see what new people 
could bring to the mix. 

They worked on this project 
that, in the end, was a really good 
combination of all their albums. 
It touches on every angle of their 
career, which is really exciting. 

Planning the release 
The album got delivered in November. 
We first heard four songs – ‘Anymore’, 
‘Systemagic’, ‘Ocean’ and ‘Moon In Your 
Mouth’ – that give a really good overview of 
the album. We set to work in figuring out 
what the campaign was going to look like. 

We had certain things in mind. We 
knew that ideally we wanted to launch 
in the new year, so we didn’t want to 
straddle 2016 going into 2017. We felt that 
a spring release would make sense from a 
touring perspective. 

When we knew music was being 
delivered, we 
started that 
conversation with 
management 
about what the 
plan was going to 
be. We settled on 
a March release 
date, with the 
idea being that we 
knew how long 

Silver Eye is Goldfrapp’s seventh album, coming almost 
four years after Tales Of Us. The album saw the duo  
(Alison Goldfrapp and Will Gregory) return to the harsh 
synth sound of earlier releases to reignite their fanbase. 
NEIL BLANKET, head of marketing at Mute, explains how 
the reintroduction was structured with a tight programme 
of new content every fortnight from album announcement 
to release, why 6 Music was such a key partner and how 
streaming gives acts like Goldfrapp a second wind. 



we wanted to set it up. One thing that was 
really important was figuring out what 
the roll out strategy was for the songs 
and how much time we needed to set the 
record up. 

We had launched Tales Of Us, because it 
was such a visual record, with a film trailer, 
then we announced the album and then we 
launched the single a little bit later – so we 
had that extended period of time. Because 
this album was so different – as most 
Goldfrapp albums are – and ‘Anymore’ was 
such a phenomenal first single, we wanted 
to come back with a bang. We looked at the 
timings and figured out when we wanted 
the album to come out and therefore where 
we wanted the single to impact – and then 
worked back from that. 

Announcing the album  
with maximum impact
We knew when we wanted to launch the 
single, make the album announcement 
and set up the album pre-order all at the 
same time. So then we just had to work 
out the logistics of that; plus, we also had a 
live date to announce [at the Roundhouse 
in London]. It was a balancing act of trying 
to get everything in place so that we could 
launch a single, an album pre-order and the 
Roundhouse show all at the same time. 

Once we knew we wanted to launch 
at the end of January, we looked at it and 
figured out what we were going to do 
before that. 

When the album was delivered, it was 
very clear that Alison was going to do all the 
artwork and take all the photos. We did all 
that at the end of 2016. In November, we did 
the whole photoshoot and video shoot [for 
‘Anymore’] in Puerto Ventura. So we had a 
lot of our assets in quite early, which was 

great.  We don’t normally have  
 videos that far in advance as we  
 weren’t launching it until February.  
 That was really nice – to have  
 something and figure out the best  
 way to work with it. 

Part of Alison’s concept for the album 
was seeing these twins and she wanted 
them to be part of the artwork – so she 
did some photoshoots with them. Once 
we had all the assets, we decided that we 
were going to do a teaser campaign. Before 
Christmas, we started refreshing their 
social sites with these new images and the 
hashtag  #Goldfrapp7  – and that was just 
to excite the fanbase. 

Their socials had been updated quite 
regularly as Alison is such a keen user of 
Instagram and her Instagram account has 
been growing. Alison, over the course of 
the Tales Of Us campaign, got more into 
photography, so the Goldfrapp Instagram 
account evolved into Alison’s personal 
photography. Originally it was titled as 
Goldfrapp and then it rebranded as Alison 
Goldfrapp as it was very specifically her 
photography and not necessarily band-related 
photography. That was in part because the 
band [at that time] weren’t active. 

Her  Instagram account feeds the 
[band’s] Twitter and Facebook accounts . 
They had been active but not really worked 
as there wasn’t any reason to be actively 
engaging with the fanbase. 

Once we locked in the announcement 
plan, we got a premiere on Lauren Laverne 
[on BBC 6 Music] for the announcement 
date. We wanted to tease that so we 
started putting out little segments of music 
– just an instrumental section of ‘Anymore’ 
– to get fans excited. The first clip was five 
seconds of the video – and it was just of 

the desert, so there was no clue really as to 
what it was. But you could tell it was very 
different to  Tales Of Us . That got the fans 
really excited. Then the night before the 
Lauren Laverne announcement, we shared 
a five-second clip of the video. That was 

BEHIND THE CAMPAIGNGOLDFRAPP

the first glimpse of Alison. That is when 
everything really ramped up. 

We launched at the end of January. 
Lauren had the premiere of ‘Anymore’, we 
announced the album, put the pre-order up 
and announced the Roundhouse show. It 
went to a fan pre-sale first and then sold 
out straight away. 

A “regimented plan of content”  
leading into the album
When we set out to do it, we came up with 
a really regimented plan of content. So 
that we knew, from our announcement 
in January to album release at the end of 
March, we had something new every two 
weeks. We mixed up what day of the week 
it would land – and some days it was just 
audio content. 

The album was announced and we 
released ‘Anymore’. Two weeks after that, 
we released the video. Then two weeks 
later, we released the Joe Goddard remixes.

Once we got into March, we released 
some additional instant grat tracks. We 
knew we were only doing one ‘proper’ single 
to radio before release – but we also wanted 
to showcase the depth and diversity of the 
album. There was a lot of back and forth 
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about what those tracks were. A few weeks 
before album release, we released ‘Ocean’, 
which was our second instant grat track. 
Then we put out ‘Moon In Your Mouth’ just 
before release. 

By that point, we had also announced 
they were doing the 6 Music Festival [in 
Glasgow] – and that was the weekend 
before album release, so we knew we had 
a really strong pre-release set up. So a 
week before the album was out, they were 
going to be on radio and online doing a live 
concert. Then the Roundhouse show was 
the Monday of pre-release. 

It was about strategising how we rolled 
out that content – making sure we had 
something new and something interesting 
to talk about throughout. We also didn’t 
want to be too hard on the sales message. 
It was about trying to keep it honest and 
about the music. 

BBC 6 Music as a key partner
We knew that 6 Music was going to be 
a strong partner for us. They were really 
supportive of the last album – even though 
it wasn’t necessarily the most radio-friendly 
project. But this time we knew we had 
something that was more radio friendly, but 
perhaps not the most Radio 2-sounding 
album. We had really early conversations 
with 6 Music about the  festival  and trying 
to figure out if that was going to be the right 
thing for us. 

Also, we weren’t sure if we wanted 
people to hear some of the music live 
before they heard the album. That is, of 
course, going to be a challenge when you 
are playing a show [for the first time since 
2014] and will want to present new music 
– and it’s going to be online. There were 
conversations about that. 

Once we had locked that in and had 
that 6 Music support, it was about making 
sure that it wasn’t just about 6 Music – and 
making sure it wasn’t just about doing the 
festivals. Alison has already  hosted some  
 shows  for them [in the past on 6 Music] 
that she enjoyed – so she and Will covered 
for Jarvis Cocker one day. 

 The build up to the 6 Music  
 Festival fitted in perfectly with  
 our campaign. We knew it was  
 something the fans would be able  
 to watch online. It was so much  
 bigger than just doing a concert in  
 the UK. 

When we knew that ‘Anymore’ was 
impacting and we knew we had the 
festival – and that they would be playing 
performances from that on the radio in the 
following weeks – we held back the second 
single [until that 6 Music support dissipated 
a bit]. We also had locked in a Jo Whiley 
session for Radio 2 and they have been 
playing some session tracks. 

It was about being able to utilise that 
content. 

‘Systemagic’ is the second single and 
Alison directed the video – which is a step 
up from taking the photos for the campaign. 
It is all an extension of Alison’s creativity 
and vision, really. She was heavily involved 
creatively in the first video. 

Will it run into next year? That’s always 
the hope – that you can sustain a campaign 
for that long. It is getting harder because 
radio stations aren’t supporting as many 
songs as they used to. 

A physical-focused fanbase –  
but streaming offers a second wind
It’s around 24% digital and streaming is 
a small percentage of that. We know 

the Goldfrapp audience and they like 
the packaging, especially with all the 
photography. We also had a clear vinyl LP 
and that sold really quickly. We expected 
that – initially – it would be a very physical-
driven campaign. Then over the summer, 
as they do the festivals, that will potentially 
shift more into a digital and streaming 
world. For this kind of project, streaming is 
the second wind. 

It’s the same on many of our releases. 
New Order was primarily physical [for 
2015’s Music Complete]. 

Streaming is important to us and 
we spent a lot of time working out our 
streaming strategy to present it to Apple 
Music and Spotify to get their support; 
but we knew that wasn’t necessarily 
going to be what gave us that first-
week push. 

We don’t control the catalogue [for 
the first five albums]. BMG owns the 
Mute Records catalogue [as 
part of the EMI divestment 
when Universal bought it] and 
we own the last two albums. 
Goldfrapp re-signed to the 
new Mute after they left EMI. 
That was the end of what was 
the original Mute contract, 

which was owned by EMI. They re-signed to 
Mute Artists, which is the new company. 

We spoke to BMG and they did a bit of 
work on cleaning up the back catalogue 
and making sure that everything on all the 
streaming platforms was correct – tidying 
up things like double singles and so on. 

One of the things we did in streaming 
was launch a playlist – called A Goldfrapp 
Mix. The idea was it was a playlist of back 
catalogue that references the new album. 
We concentrated on those tracks to give 
fans a glimpse of what the new album 
was going to be like. When it came out, we 
added a lot of the new album songs into 
that playlist. 

We had a slightly different playlist on 
Apple Music as Mute is a curator on there. 
We did a similar thing on YouTube – but 
with different content, including things like 
TV performances. 

On YouTube, we had playlists and made 
sure their channel was up to date. Then we 
made sure everything was pointing to the 
new album – so re-carding everything. We 
don’t control the older videos, so we had the 
videos from Tales Of Us onwards altering 
people to the new album. We updated the 

old playlists and built new ones. 
The  ‘Systemagic’  campaign will 

lead us into their Glastonbury show [in 
June]. The hope is that it’s a televised 
performance. Then that goes into 
the full festival season in July. There 

should be a constant run of 
activity through the summer – 
without us being full on every 
two weeks as it was in the 
per-order period. 

After the festivals in the 
summer, we will figure out how 
to carry this all into 2018.  :) 
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music:)ally is a music business 
information and strategy company. 

We focus on the change taking 
place in the industry and provide 
information and insight into every 
aspect of the business: consumer 
research analysing the changing 
behaviour and trends in the 
industry, consultancy services to 
companies ranging from blue chip 
retailers and telecoms companies 
to start-ups; and training around 
methods to digitally market 
your artists and maximise the 
effectiveness of digital campaigns 
as well as events. 

We are now also offering digital 
marketing services to labels, artist 
managers, artists and other music 
related companies from campaign 
advice and strategy through to 
implementation and execution.

 Clients include: 

Universal Music, Warner Music, 
Sony Music, Spotify, Deezer,  
Ignition, Beggars, Modest, Red Bull, 
Shazam, Domino and more

If you have a digital campaign 
related story for sandbox,  
please contact Lil Patuck on 
lil@musically.com

If you’d like to talk to us about our 
digital marketing/mentoring
training services, consultancy or 
specific research services, please 
contact Karim Fanous on 
karim@musically.com
 
If you’d like to subscribe, add 
new subscribers, or talk about 
a corporate deal please contact  
Anthony Churchman on 
anthony@musically.com

 Digital marketing services 

 Campaign support services: 
• Strategy
• CRM and Email tools
• Digital housekeeping
• Social networking updates
• Search and online advertising
• Mobile applications
• Blogs and online PR outreach
• Measuring campaign  
   effectiveness

Contact Karim Fanous on  
karim@musically.com or  
+44 (0)20 7250 3637 to discuss  
your digital marketing needs.

 Training services: 
• In house company mentoring
• Workshops
• Digital briefings
• Digital MOT sessions

music:)ally has delivered digital 
marketing training sessions for 
a wide range of clients including 
Universal Music, EMI, AIM/London 
Connected and many individuals

Check out music:)ally’s training 
opportunities here 
 
Contact Anthony Churchman on 
anthony@musically.com or  
+44 (0)20 7250 3637 to discuss  
your training needs 
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